Group work is becoming increasingly common in introductory physics classrooms. Understanding how students engage in these group learning environments is important for designing and facilitating productive learning opportunities for students. We conducted a study in which we collected video of groups of students working on conceptual electricity and magnetism problems in an introductory physics course. In this setting, students needed to negotiate a common understanding and coordinate group decisions in order to complete the activity successfully. We observed students interacting in several distinct ways while solving these problems. Analysis of these observations focused on identifying the different ways students interacted and articulating what defines and distinguishes them, resulting in the development of the modes of collaboration framework. The modes of collaboration framework defines student interactions along three dimensions: social, discursive, and disciplinary content. This multidimensional approach offers a unique lens through which to consider group work and provides a flexibility that could allow the framework to be adapted for a variety of contexts. We present the framework and several examples of its application here.
I. INTRODUCTION
Interactive instruction is becoming increasingly common in introductory physics classes, with more instructors implementing techniques such as small group discussions, group problem solving, and team-based projects. These techniques have been found to be more effective by some metrics [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] , but a number of aspects remain ill understood [6, 7] . Much work remains to be completed to better understand these interactive learning environments and the effects they have on student learning [8] [9] [10] .
Several lenses aimed at understanding various aspects of how students engage in such work have been developed. Some seek to assess the impact of collaborative work on individual student learning [1, 5, 7, 11] . Others attempt to understand the different ways students may perceive group work [12] [13] [14] [15] . Still others aim to identify ways to optimize group work [16] [17] [18] . Another broad area of investigation has endeavored to categorize the ways that students engage with group work. Such work has approached this goal in a variety of ways, including a particular focus on social aspects of group work [4, 19, 20] , discursive aspects of group work [18, [21] [22] [23] , and framing aspects of group work [10, 11, 24, 25] . In this paper, we present a new framework called the modes of collaboration that attends to three dimensions: social, discursive, and disciplinary content. We did not make use of framing as a dimension directly, as we found that considering the ways in which students discussed physics content was better able to capture our observations, however, this dimension does have a relationship to framing (see Sec. V).
By attending to all three of these dimensions simultaneously and independently, the modes of collaboration is a framework that is simple to apply, but that still provides multifaceted insight into students' engagement with group work. In addition to presenting the framework here, we identify four specific Modes that students engaged in within our context based on observation of a small set of video data from one day of class work. The modes of collaboration framework presented here act as a proof that student group work can be described along the three dimensions, and we propose that it is flexible enough to be used in other contexts beyond the one analyzed here.
II. BACKGROUND
Group work has long been an area of investigation in physics education and education more generally, and has been studied from many different perspectives. Some work focuses on individual content understanding, typically using pre-and postmeasures of individual learning to measure the impact of group work [1, 5, 7, 11] . Other studies have attended to student perceptions of group work, usually through the observation of student behavior in groups or through interviews with students, aiming to more qualitatively understand students' experiences [12] [13] [14] [15] . Research has also been conducted on ways that group work might be optimized to achieve the best outcomes for students, for example, considering which types of activities or which group compositions result in the greatest learning gains for students [16] [17] [18] . Finally, a great deal of work has been done with the aim of developing ways to categorize student engagement with group work. This has been done in a variety of ways, including attending primarily to social dynamics [4, 19, 20] , student discourse [18, [21] [22] [23] , or student perceptions and framing [10, 11, 24, 25] . Below, we offer additional background on the work conducted along each of these lines to frame and situate the modes of collaboration framework. While much of this previous work is not specific to undergraduate students or to physics, it is nonetheless valuable in informing and providing context for our work. Elementary school students and college students are of course different in many ways, and even college math students and college physics students are different, but themes found in one of these populations can still be productive when considering the other. We describe some of these themes below, and demonstrate their utility in our context in the framework and modes of collaboration sections.
A. Individual content understanding
Much early research surrounding group work focused on identifying or assessing the impact of collaborative work on individual students' understanding of the content. In a study of high school science students, Amigues [11] compared the individual post-test performance of students who worked on a preceding activity alone to students who worked on the preceding activity in dyads, and found that the students who worked in dyads were more successful on the post-test [1] . In a later study specific to college physics students, Heller, Keith and Anderson tracked how students' individual problem solving abilities developed over the duration of a semester-long course that implemented collaborative group problem solving sessions, and found that their individual problem solving abilities improved [3] .
In efforts to similarly study the impact that group work has on individual student outcomes, many studies have made use of concept inventories as a metric. These concept inventories [26] [27] [28] are multiple-choice exams centered on a particular content area, which students complete individually. While they are unable to capture many aspects of a student's experience, they have historically been used as an indicator of a student's understanding of the concepts probed. Lumpe and Staver used the photosynthesis concept test (PCT) to compare the learning outcomes of high school students who completed a task on photosynthesis individually to students who completed the same task in a group. They found that students who had worked in groups were more successful on the PCT, but that not every member of a given group experienced the same degree of improvement [4] .
Studies such as these have been important in providing evidence of group work's efficacy, albeit as measured by metrics that have limitations [29] [30] [31] . What they cannot provide, however, is an understanding of what happens during group work. By focusing on comparisons between students' pre-and postinstruction understanding, they neglect to consider the ways in which students interact and speak while engaging in group work-the social and discursive dimensions. Furthermore, a strict focus on individual content understanding does not account for the aspects of learning that may occur beyond purely cognitive models [32] .
B. Student perceptions
In addition to identifying the ways in which group work impacts individual student content understanding, efforts have been made to examine how students perceive group work. In a study of elementary students working on a science task in groups, Anderson, Holland, and Palincsar conducted observations and interviews to understand students' goals and feelings of success or lack thereof during the activity [12] . They defined three areas on which students may focus their attention when working in groups: task structure and accountability systems, interpersonal relationships, and scientific activity. Based on Anderson, Holland, and Palincsar's observations and interviews with students after the activity, they found that the students focused primarily on interpersonal relationships and task structure goals, and that students did not appear to focus as much on the scientific activity component. Additionally, Anderson, Holland, and Palincsar found that students felt that they were successful at the activity overall. Grindstaff and Richmond also examined students' perceptions of collaborative work by interviewing students working on short-term research projects with peers [15] . They found that students discussed several types of support that peers may provide when working collaboratively: emotional, technical, and cognitive, and that there was a great variance in which ones students reported as being most relevant or important.
Student perceptions of group work have also been examined through the construct of epistemological framing [13, 14, 24, 25, 33] . Scherr and Hammer developed this construct by building upon previous work on framing in general, which they characterized as "how an individual or group forms a sense of 'What is it that's going on here?'" From this, they narrowed to examining how students frame activities specifically related to knowledge, and called this epistemological framing [14] . In analyzing the discussion of undergraduate physics students working on tutorials, they observed four behavioral clusters that they then mapped to different epistemological framings. These frames were discussion, worksheet, TA, and joking. In another study of students working collaboratively, Irving, Martinuk, and Sayre proposed an alternative way to understand students' epistemological framing [13] . In their work, they define two axes with which to characterize students' framing, rather than the discrete categories presented by Scherr and Hammer. One axis describes the degree to which a student's statements are serious or silly, and the other describes the degree to which a student's discussion is narrow versus expansive.
This type of work on students' perceptions of the tasks and goals in group work and their perceptions of group work itself provides a complementary perspective to the insights gained by studies of individual student content understanding. While the latter attends to outcomes, the former attends to the process and experiences of students. Studies of student perceptions of group work frequently focus on social aspects, sometimes discuss discursive aspects, and less frequently consider disciplinary content-related aspects of group work, but rarely attend to all three simultaneously.
C. Optimizing group work
There have also been efforts made to identify the ways to best design and implement group work to maximize its benefit to students. Heller and Hollabaugh examined the effect that group makeup had on the success of groups [16] . Their results indicated that heterogeneity with respect to incoming ability produced the highest rate of success for groups. They also found that groups that were homogenous with respect to gender, or groups in which there were more women than men were most successful. In addition to examining group makeup, they investigated the impact of giving students explicit guidance on how to work in groups. Students were given one of three roles: manager, skeptic, and checker-recorder. They found that assigning these roles reduced issues of individuals becoming too dominant in groups, or groups being conflict avoidant. They also found that giving students time to engage in explicit discussion of their group's interactions was beneficial. Van Boxtel, van der Linden, and Kanselaar examined the impact that having students complete individual preparatory work before working in groups had on their success in those groups [18] . Their results indicated that the individual preparatory work led to students asking each other more questions while working together, and improved individual learning gains measured after the group work. Webb, Farivar, and Mastergeorge sought to identify the conditions that must be met in order for students working in peer-directed groups to give and receive help in a productive way [17] . They propose that in order for received help to be effective it must be relevant, timely, correct, and sufficiently elaborated. They also identify three more conditions necessary for received help to be effective: the recipient must understand the help, the recipient must have a chance to make use of the help, and the recipient must act on that chance to use the help. The authors go on to use these conditions to identify the responsibilities of the help seeker, help giver, and teacher in making these conditions possible.
Studies seeking to optimize group work are essential to providing students with the best learning experiences in collaborative environments. Their results can directly inform instructional choices. Similar to the studies on individual content understanding, however, they frequently compare students' pre-and postperformance, and do not attend to the processes that occur during group work. In doing so, they typically do not attend to the discursive and social dimensions of group work.
D. Categorizing student engagement with group work
Another area of investigation has endeavored to categorize the various ways that students engage with group work. Some of this work has focused primarily on the social dimension when developing categories. In the work by Lumpe and Staver previously discussed, they identified two general interaction styles that students may experience when collaborating: consonant, or generally agreeable, and dissonant, or generally negative [4] . Roth and Roychoudhury also attended to social factors, and categorized the ways in which students may navigate a disagreement, observing that they would proceed in several distinct ways: collaborative construction, adversarial exchanges, and the formation of temporary alliances [20] . Richmond and Striley identified the different social roles that students took on when working in groups. They observed four social roles: leader, helper, active noncontributor, and passive noncontributor [19] . They further found that students taking on a leadership role would lead in one of three styles: inclusive, persuasive, or alienating.
Others seeking to categorize students' engagement in group work have done so by attending to the discursive dimension. Hogan, Nastasi, and Pressley examined the ways that students speak to one another when working in peer guided group discussions and teacher guided group discussions [22] . They identified four modes of discussion: peer knowledge construction, teacher guided knowledge construction, logistical conversation, and off task conversation. They found that the relative occurrence of these modes varied greatly across groups. One hypothesis they offered for this result was the teacher spending more or less time with a group depending on their level of prior knowledge. In the Van Boxtel work described earlier, the authors identified several styles of student interactions based on their discourse: question, conflict, and reasoning [18] . They found that questioning episodes occurred most frequently, and that reasoning episodes were most likely to lead to elaboration of ideas. Haussman and Chi also made use a categorization scheme attending to discourse [21] . They analyzed three proposed mechanisms of collaborative learning: other directed explaining, self directed explaining, and co-construction. The authors found that co-construction led to high individual learning gains for both participants as measured by an individual post test, and self directed and other directed explaining led to higher individual learning gains for the students giving the explanations. Other directed explaining was more effective for the listener than self directed explaining was for the listener.
Students' engagement with group work has also been categorized by attending to their perceptions of collaboration and the activity on which they are working. As described earlier, both the work of Scherr and Hammer, and that of Irving, Martinuk, and Sayre set forward frameworks with which to classify students' behavior in groups based on their epistemological framing [13, 14] .
All of these methods of categorization provide valuable frameworks to understand students' engagement with group work. Applying such categories can offer a way to make sense of what students find important, how they perceive each other, and how they speak to one another. As outlined though, these frameworks typically attend to only one dimension of group work. A framework that categorizes students' engagement with group work while simultaneously attending to discursive, social, and disciplinary content dimensions can provide insights that focusing on only one may be unable to provide. The modes of collaboration framework attempts to do just this, outlining several distinct modes of student interaction that are characterized by their discourse, their social interactions, and their engagement with the disciplinary content.
III. STUDY CONTEXT
The data presented in this paper were collected from an introductory electricity and magnetism course at a large university. There were approximately 120 students in the course, and most were sophomore life-science majors. The students all attended lecture three times a week, and a laboratory session once a week in sections of approximately 20 students. In these laboratory sessions, students worked collaboratively in groups of three or four on a variety of activities depending on the week (traditional labs, tutorials, conceptual, and calculational problems, etc.). For this study, nine unique groups of students were video recorded as they worked during their weekly laboratory sections, resulting in a total of 2 h and 29 min of video.
The activity they are working on is a series of three conceptual questions about the electric field and electric potential energy in the area around different distributions of charge. Students would first read the problem statement without knowledge of the charge distribution in question.
They would then select as a group a representation of the charge distribution (electric field lines, electric field vectors, or electric potential lines) to view, based on what they thought would be most helpful in answering the problem. An instructor would then bring them their requested representation, and the students would use it in order to answer the problem. Each question had a well-defined correct answer, but could be solved using multiple methods. For example, one might use the representation to deduce where the source charges are located, then use this information to answer the question, or one might use the representation directly to answer the question, without considering the location of the source charges. This activity was similar to those they had experienced in previous laboratory sessions in that it required cooperative group work on conceptual problems, but was unique in that it required a level of explicit planning and strategy (in the selection of a representation) that was not typically necessary.
IV. METHODS
Analysis began with multiple coarse viewings of the video data, attending to instances of explicit interaction among students where their discussion related to the activity. An explicit interaction is one that involves two or more students speaking, and an interaction that is related to the activity is one wherein the content of the students' speech was related to the physics content present in the activity. Focusing on these segments reduced our data to 1 h and 11 min of video. Once these segments were identified, they were viewed successively, seeking emergent trends in the student interactions and behavior observed. In these emergent trends, distinct patterns were found that related to the three dimensions: social, discursive, and disciplinary content. The data were then split into "episodes", which were defined by a shift in a group's behavior along any of the three dimensions. For example, in a given segment of video, if a group's interaction with the disciplinary content appeared to change, this would be considered the end of one episode, and the beginning of a new episode. For each episode, the students' interactions were characterized along each dimension independently, and then episodes having all three dimensions in common were grouped and termed Modes. Preliminary definitions for each Mode were crafted based on exemplars, then refined through multiple viewings of every illustrative episode.
Similar to the work of Hogan, Nastasi, and Pressley our procedure of analysis was not predetermined, instead emerging from our observations, and quantitative interrater reliability in the identification of Modes or dimensions was not our goal [22] . Our goal was to craft definitions for the Modes emerging from this data set that qualitatively described the speech and behavior seen in each Mode. The first author's knowledge of the data made her best suited to making such identification and analysis decisions, and the co-authors provided critical feedback on these decisions throughout the development of the framework. Through iterating on this process, we arrived at robust Mode definitions that were able to capture the commonalities seen in each instance of each Mode, and also accounted for the differences seen among Modes.
V. THE FRAMEWORK
The modes of collaboration are defined along three dimensions: social, discursive, and disciplinary content. Each individual Mode is characterized in a particular way within each of these dimensions.
A. Social dimension
The social dimension addresses the overall tenor of the students' interactions with one another. It accounts for the atmosphere in which the students' conversation takes place. To describe the social dimension, we make use of the interaction styles identified by Lumpe and Staver [4] . In their work, they observed that groups of students would interact in ways that were consonant or dissonant. Consonant interactions were characterized by agreement among students and the validation of peers' ideas, while dissonant interactions were characterized by conflict (taken here to mean explicit disagreement), a lack of recognition, or criticism of peers' ideas. It is important to note that consonant interactions are not necessarily better than dissonant interactions. For example, respectful critiques of one another's reasoning can lead students to a more robust understanding. Furthermore, in selecting this scheme of categorization for the social dimension, we do not claim that it fully describes the richness of students' social interactions. Rather, the assessment of consonant versus dissonant provides a simple and productive way to determine the general tone of a group's discussion, which is what we define the social dimension of the modes of collaboration framework to be.
B. Discursive dimension
The discursive dimension deals with the way in which students communicate with each other. It describes the ways that students present their ideas and the structure of their conversation. The discursive dimension is grounded in Hogan's work on knowledge construction and Toulmin's work on argumentation [22, 34] . In their work, Hogan, Nastasi, and Pressley identified three modes that described the interactions of their students: knowledge construction (peer or teacher-guided), logistical, and off task. Knowledge construction refers to when the conversation is related to scientific phenomena, logistical refers to when students discuss tasks necessary to complete the activity but not related to scientific content, and off task refers to when students discuss things unrelated to the task entirely. Since we sought to develop a framework that describes students' interactions when they are discussing physics, the modes of collaboration all occur within the knowledge construction mode identified by Hogan, Nastasi, and Pressley. We therefore could not use their three modes as a scheme with which to further analyze the student interactions we were interested in, but we did make use of an element of their analysis. In developing their three modes, Hogan, Nastasi, and Pressley identified three interaction patterns. These interaction patterns were consensual, responsive, and elaborative.
Consensual interactions are those in which only one student makes substantive contributions, while other students simply agree, accept (explicitly or passively), or repeat the contributions of that student. Responsive interactions are those in which multiple students make substantive statements. Elaborative interactions are those in which multiple students make substantive statements, and those statements build off preceding statements by making connections between ideas, correcting someone's idea, or disagreeing with someone's idea and providing a counterargument. In addition to Hogan, Nastasi, and Pressley's interaction patterns, we used argumentation as a way to characterize student discourse. As conceptualized by Toulmin, argumentation is composed of evidence, a claim made based on that evidence, and warrants justifying how the evidence supports the claim. If students were observed to make use of these elements when presenting their ideas, their discourse was characterized as argumentation. It is worth noting that argumentation falls under the elaborative interaction pattern described by Hogan, Nastasi, and Pressley. Nonetheless, the choice to supplement Hogan, Nastasi, and Pressley's interaction patterns with Toulmin's argumentation was made because separating discourse that had formal argumentation from that which had a "nonargumentative" elaborative interaction pattern was productive. The distinction allows the modes of collaboration framework to attend to the difference between a series of unsubstantiated ideas shared by students, and a sequence of explicitly supported claims. These two interactions may suggest different motives for the students and may have different results for their further interactions, and we, therefore, wanted to capture this difference in the discursive dimension.
C. Disciplinary content dimension
The disciplinary content dimension addresses the ways that the students discuss physics. It describes the types of physics content on which their conversations focus. In the previously mentioned work by Irving, Martinuk, and Sayre on epistemological framing, they identified an axis that described the scope of students' framing, with narrow at one end and expansive at the other end [13] . We do not make direct use of this construct, as our work does not attempt to identify the ways in which students frame the activity. Instead, we define students' discussion to be related to specific physics content or abstract physics content. These terms were selected in order to convey the degree to which the content being referenced is tied concretely to the situation the students are analyzing. When students discuss specific physics content, they focus on physics content applied specifically to the question at hand, such as discussing the orientation of the electric field vectors in the diagram presented in the question. Abstract physics content discussion refers to discussion that is not directly related to producing an answer to the activity question. Instead, it centers on concepts in general, such as a discussion of the meaning of electric potential energy. Thus, based on the scope of the physics content that the students discussed, the disciplinary content of their discussion was characterized as either abstract or specific.
A Mode is defined by its classifications in each of the three dimensions. It is worth noting that the dimensions are treated independently. Each dimension is assessed solely based on the discourse and behaviors observed, without reference to categorizations made along the other dimensions. It could be that some combinations do not occur (consonant social dimension and argumentation discursive dimension appear contradictory, for example), but by coding across each dimension individually, we do not make any assumptions about such connections. It is also important to recognize the grain size that the modes of collaboration framework considers. When applying the framework, data are broken into episodes defined by apparent shifts in a group's interaction along any of the three dimensions. It is these demarcated episodes that are then analyzed along the three dimensions. A summary of the dimensions and the categorizations possible within each appears in Table I .
VI. THE MODES OF COLLABORATION
In this study, we identified four distinct ways in which students interacted: debate, informing, co-construction of an answer, and building understanding towards an answer, which are described below in detail. Table II provides an overview. The following subsections each begin with a description of how the Mode manifests based on student behavior, then outlines how it is defined using the three dimensions.
A. Debate
In the debate mode, two students engage in a dialogue, arguing their conflicting understandings of the concepts or responses to the activity prompts, while the remaining students in the group do not speak. It will continue until one student ultimately capitulates and accepts the other's reasoning, or at least ceases to argue their own. The debate mode is characterized by dissonant interactions in the social dimension, argumentation in the discursive dimension, and can be characterized by specific or abstract content in the disciplinary content dimension. The two episodes presented here happen in immediate succession, and demonstrate an example of specific Debate 1 and an example of abstract Debate. In the episodes, Lindsay and Michael work on a problem that asks them to determine if there are any points of equilibrium in the area surrounding an electric quadrupole using an image of the electric field vectors. Immediately before the transcript begins, Lindsay has argued that the electric field vectors cancel.
Episode A1
1 Michael: Yeah, they're [electric field vectors] 2 not in opposite directions. They all are going 3 in the same direction, so they're not 4 cancelling. 5 Lindsay: Well no no no, they are. These are, 6 [gesturing at the electric field vectors on the 7 image] 8 because this one's going this way, and this 9 one's going this way. And then these two are 10 going in opposite directions, as well. So, they 11 are in opposite directions.
Episode A2
12 Michael: Well, you remember the tutorial 13 homework we did? And it had equal 
Social dimension
When engaged in the debate mode, the two active students interact in a dissonant way. For the duration of the Mode, the two debating students explicitly disagree with one another. Rather than validating each others' ideas, they put forth criticism. In the examples, there are multiple instances of explicit disagreement. In lines 1-4, Michael's first response to Lindsay's argument that the field vectors cancel, he directly disputes her claim. Following this, in lines 5-11, Lindsay reiterates her belief, contradicting Michael's ideas. In addition to this overt conflict, Lindsay and Michael explicitly critique each other's ideas. In lines 1-4, Michael not only disagrees with Lindsay, but also explains the flaw he finds in her ideas. Similarly, in lines 5-11, Lindsay explains why she believes Michael is incorrect. Finally, in lines 21-22, Lindsay pushes back against a perceived weakness in Michael's reasoning. These critiques, along with the conflict present in these episodes, indicate that they both take place with a dissonant interaction style.
Discursive dimension
Along the discursive dimension, the debate mode is characterized by argumentation. The two Debating students making use of evidence, claims, and warrants as they present their ideas to one another. In the examples, we see Michael and Lindsay make use of these elements of argumentation in their discussion. In lines 1-4, Michael presents his evidence, the electric field vectors are pointing in the same direction, and his claim, that they do not cancel. Later, in lines 12-16, he provides his warrant. He refers to a previous assignment to provide further information on why vectors going in the same direction do not indicate canceling. In lines 5-11, Lindsay presents her competing claim, that the vectors do cancel, and evidence, that the image shows the vectors pointing in opposite directions. Such implementation of claims, evidence, and warrants indicates that the students are engaging in argumentation in these episodes.
Disciplinary content dimension
The debate mode may be specific or abstract in the disciplinary content dimension. Students may discuss physics content directly related to the question at hand, or they may focus their conversation on general cases and abstract concepts. In the examples, we see both kinds of disciplinary content present. In lines 1-11, Michael and Lindsay both attempt to directly answer the question. Each refers to the vectors on the image representing the charge distribution the question requires them to consider. Thus they consider specific physics content. In lines 12-20, the focus of their discussion shifts. Michael no longer refers to the question in the activity. He expands the conversation to discuss charges and "canceling" more generally. In this way, the conversation now focuses on abstract physics content, indicating the beginning of a new episode. The students' behavior has not shifted along the social or discursive dimensions, however, and so episode A2 is still Debate, but now a Debate of abstract content.
B. Informing
In the informing mode, one student, the "Informer", explains his or her ideas about the question at hand to one or more other group members. The Informer consistently offers his or her thoughts while other students do not; instead they only listen to or ask questions of the Informer. This continues until all participating group members begin writing the results of the discussion on their worksheets. The Informing mode is characterized by consonant interactions in the social dimension, consensual interaction patterns in the discursive dimension, and specific content in the disciplinary content dimension. In the example presented here, Jim, Erin, and Angela engage in the Informing Mode, with Erin acting as the Informer, as they attempt to determine how to maximize electric potential energy when placing a test charge near a given charge distribution, using a diagram of the equipotential lines surrounding the distribution. 
Episode

Social dimension
In the Informing Mode, students interact in a consonant way. There is no explicit conflict among group members or criticism of peers' ideas. Instead, the ideas presented are recognized and validated without resistance. In the example, Erin presents her thoughts about the answer to the question in lines 1-4. After this statement, the conversation contains implicit validation of Erin's statement by Angela in line 5, and explicit validation of Erin's idea by both Jim and Angela in lines 9 and 10, respectively. There is no criticism or rejection of Erin's ideas at any point, and no other students present ideas that could be subject to criticism or rejection. Thus we see that this episode is characterized by a consonant interaction style.
Discursive dimension
During the Informing Mode, students' discourse is characterized by consensual interactions. The Informer is the only student who makes substantive contributions to the conversation, while the other students either explicitly agree and accept the Informer's statements, or ask short clarifying questions. In the example, Erin is the only student who makes a substantive contribution with her statements about the equipotential lines in the diagram in lines 1-4. In contrast, Angela responds with an implicit acceptance of Erin's statement in line 5, and in line 10, a direct repetition of a statement made by Erin. Jim's contributions consist of a question in line 6 clarifying Erin's initial statement, and in line 9, a direct repetition of Erin's statement. In this way, we see that this episode has a consensual interaction pattern, with Erin acting as the substantive contributor.
Disciplinary content dimension
In the informing mode, the disciplinary content of the students' conversation is characterized by specific content. The students discuss physics content as it relates directly to producing an answer to the question at hand. They do not discuss physics concepts in the abstract or expand their conversation to general cases. In lines 1-4 of the example, Erin presents an answer to the question the group is discussing. She does not discuss the meaning of electric potential energy or the function of equipotential lines in general. The only other statement in the episode that is not a simple assent or repetition is Jim's question in line 6. With this question, he confirms the answer that Erin is proposing, still limiting the scope of the physics content being discussed to the question at hand, and not abstract concepts. Accordingly, we see that the conversation in this interaction centers on specific content.
C. Co-construction of an Answer
In the Co-construction of an answer mode, two or more students work towards creating an answer to the question on which they are working. As the students work towards this answer, nearly every contributed statement is acknowledged and built upon. A student is considered to be participating in the Co-construction of an Answer if he or she makes statements relevant to the conversation during the episode. Non-participating students may or may not appear to be paying attention, but are not considered a part of the Co-construction of an Answer regardless, as they are not aiding in the construction of the answer. The Coconstruction of an answer mode is characterized by a consonant interaction style in the social dimension, elaborative interaction patterns in the discursive dimension, and specific physics content in the disciplinary content dimension. In the example here, all four students in the group engage in the Co-construction of an answer mode as they consider which way a test charge would move when placed near an electric dipole using an image of electric field vectors.
Episode C 1 Lindsay: So, if we put a negative charge here 2 at this X, it's asking you which way it would 3 move after it's released. 
Social dimension
The Co-construction of an answer mode is characterized by consonant interactions in the social dimension. There is no explicit conflict in the group's discussion, and the ideas that group members put forth are acknowledged and validated. In the example, nearly every statement made is acknowledged by the following statement. For example, Michael proposes an answer in lines 4-5, and in her clarifying question in lines 6-7, Lindsay makes direct reference to Michael's statement. In lines 10-12, while Lindsay does not explicitly acknowledge Michael's attempt to answer her clarifying question, the fact that she waits for Michael to trail off, and then begins her statement by looking at him indicates that she is attempting to aid him in his hesitation. In the episode, we also see the explicit validation of peer ideas. In line 22, Lindsay specifically says, "you're right" in response to the idea that Oscar has presented in lines 20-21. Beyond the recognition and validation of peer ideas, there is also no explicit conflict present in the group's discussion. At no point do any of the students outright disagree with something another student has said. The closest statement to a disagreement in the episode comes from Oscar in lines 20-21, where he points out to Lindsay that a point charge she had been considering positive is in fact negative. Even in this statement, however, Oscar does not present his correction as a disagreement. Instead, he simply offers a new idea, phrasing it as a question, and not a rejection of Lindsay's understanding. This lack of explicit conflict, and the recognition and validation of peers' ideas indicate that the interactions in this episode are consonant.
Discursive dimension
The discursive dimension of the Co-construction of an answer mode is characterized by elaborative interaction patterns. All participating students not only make substantive contributions to the discussion, but also explicitly connect those contributions to those of the other students. In the example, all four students in the group provide statements that are relevant to their discussion of the question and also explicitly relate their statements to each other's. In 
Disciplinary content dimension
The disciplinary content dimension of the Co-construction of an answer mode is described by specific physics content. The students focus their conversation on physics as it relates directly to the question they are working on, and do not attempt to expand their conversation to general cases or abstract concepts. In the example, the whole of the discussion is centered on producing an answer to the question, "which way will the charge move?". In [22] [23] [24] . Throughout this episode, the students' conversation is focused on producing an answer to the question using information from the image they have been provided. This attention to the question and the absence of discussion of the meaning of physics concepts in the abstract indicate that this conversation is characterized by specific physics content.
D. Building understanding towards an answer
In the building understanding towards an answer mode, two or more students discuss physics concepts in a way that is not directly related to answering a component of the activity, instead seeking to develop an understanding of the underlying concepts. Because of the nature of the activity the students in our data completed, this understanding was ultimately aimed at answering a question in the activity, but nonetheless, the building understanding towards an answer mode focuses first on developing an understanding. Similar to co-construction of an answer, during building understanding towards an Answer, nearly every statement contributed is recognized and built upon. Also as in the case of co-construction of an answer, a student is only considered to be participating in the building understanding towards an answer mode if they verbally contribute to the discussion, as they otherwise are not contributing to the building of the group's understanding. The building understanding towards an answer mode is characterized by consonant interactions along the social dimension, elaborative interaction patterns along the discursive dimension, and abstract physics content along the disciplinary content dimension. In the example here, Leslie, Ben, and Ron engage in the building understanding towards an answer mode as they discuss the meaning of electric potential energy and its relationship to electric field lines while they work on a question asking them to determine how to maximize electric potential energy when placing a test charge near a given charge distribution, using a diagram of the electric field lines surrounding the distribution. 
Social dimension
The social dimension of the building understanding towards an answer mode is described by consonant interactions. The participating students recognize and validate one another's ideas, and there is no explicit conflict present in the discussion. In the example, Leslie begins the conversation by asking the group a question in lines 1-2. Ben acknowledges Leslie's question and engages with it when he answers her in lines 3-9. After this, in lines 10-12, Ron acknowledges both Leslie's question and Ben's answer by providing another answer to Leslie's question, and by framing it as "in other words" to Ben's answer. In addition to this consistent recognition of each other's statements, the episode also demonstrates a lack of conflict. In lines 3-12, neither Ben nor Ron disagree with one another's answers to Leslie's question. This lack of conflict and the students' acknowledgement of their peers' contributions show this to be a consonant interaction style.
Discursive dimension
The discursive dimension of the building understanding towards an answer mode is characterized by elaborative interaction patterns. All students participating contribute substantively to the conversation, and they explicitly connect their ideas to those put forth by other students. In the example, Leslie, Ben, and Ron all make substantive statements. In lines 1-2, Leslie asks a question to the group about a relevant physics concept. In lines 3-9, Ben provides his thoughts on this concept, making use of a previous example and his understanding of it. In lines 10-12, Ron shares his own reasoning regarding the topic of Leslie's question. Not only do all three students contribute substantively to the discussion in this way; they also make explicit connections across their contributions. In lines 3-9, Ben directly relates his answer to Leslie's preceding question, and in lines 10-12, Ron explicitly connects his answer to Ben's by stating that it is "in other words". The substantive contributions the students make and the way that they connect them indicate that this conversation has an elaborative interaction pattern.
Disciplinary content dimension
The disciplinary content dimension of the building understanding towards an answer mode is described by abstract physics content. While the students in this context ultimately aim to produce an answer to a question, when they engage in the building understanding towards an answer mode, they do not focus on this goal directly. Instead, they discuss physics concepts in the abstract or general cases, first establishing an understanding of these before attempting to apply them in the creation of an answer to a particular question. In the example, the students attempt to arrive at an understanding electric potential energy in general and how it relates to electric field lines. In lines 1-2, Leslie begins the episode with a question about the meaning of electric potential energy. Her question is not directly related to determining an answer to the current question of the activity. When Ben responds in lines 3-9, he makes reference to a previous problem the students had completed, but does not attempt to connect it to producing an answer to the current question. In Ron's response in lines 9-10, he provides his understanding of electric potential energy, again, not connecting it to answering the current question in the activity. As the focus of their conversation was not the production of an answer, but instead the meaning and relationships among the concepts involved, their conversation is characterized by abstract physics content.
E. Relationships among modes
The four modes of collaboration defined here can be distinguished from one another along the three dimensions (see Table II ). In addition to considering each Mode independently as above, it can be illustrative to consider the similarities and differences among them. One element to consider is the number of participants each Mode tends to have. The debate mode is the only Mode which has a specific number of participants-two. Informing, coconstructing an answer, and building understanding towards an Answer all may have any number of participants (greater than one). The debate mode is also unique from the other three Modes in that it is the only one to take place with a dissonant interaction style in the social dimension, while the others have a consonant interaction style.
Co-constructing an answer and building understanding towards an answer are perhaps the most similar Modes; they both have elaborative interaction patterns in the discursive dimension and consonant interaction styles in the social dimension. Even in the disciplinary content dimension, both Modes ultimately seek to produce answers to the questions in the activity. The crucial distinction between them is the way in which the students go about producing those answers. To illustrate this difference, a continuation of the transcript in episode D is presented here, in which we see a switch from building understanding towards an answer to co-constructing an answer. The fourth member of the group, Donna, who did not participate in episode D, begins participating here.
Episode E 13 Leslie: Okay, but then looking too, 14 [gesturing at the image] so this has a large 15 radius away from this section, and it also 16 has like a similar density of lines and like 17 really close to here. So since they the same In contrast to the focus on abstract content in lines 1-12 (discussed in the building understanding towards an answer: Disciplinary content dimension section), in lines 13-19, we see Leslie shift the focus of the discussion to the image of the charge distribution from the activity question. Furthermore, her question makes a comparison of the magnitude of the electric potential energy at two points in the image. This is directly related to answering the activity question, which asks the students where the maximum magnitude of electric potential energy in the image occurs. When Donna responds in lines 20-32, she also refers to the image from the activity, and in lines 41-46, Ben discusses relative amounts of electric potential energy at different points in the image, again related directly to answering the activity question. Finally, in lines 50-58, the students explicitly discuss what to write as their final answers on their worksheets, and then do so.
The explicit focus on answering the activity question seen in episode E indicates that the students are engaging in the co-constructing an answer mode. This is notably different than the building understanding towards an Answer seen in episode D, in which the students instead focused on establishing an understanding of the relevant physics concepts. Episodes D and E also demonstrate the relationship between Building Understanding towards an Answer and the production of an answer to an activity question. In episode D, the students did not focus directly on producing an answer, but the results of the understanding they had built were later applied to answering an activity question.
Finally, episodes D and E indicate that shifts between Modes might be readily identifiable. Between lines 12 and 13, there was a clear change in the focus of the conversation, which showed a change in the Mode. That the four modes of collaboration observed in this context can be defined using the social, discursive, and disciplinary content dimensions, and meaningfully distinguished from one another makes them a framework that could be productively applied to acquire insights not offered by other frameworks, which will be explored in the discussion.
VII. DISCUSSION
The modes of collaboration can offer a perspective not provided by existing frameworks, but shares elements with and is greatly informed by previous work regarding student group dynamics in physics and other disciplines. In particular, the three dimensions that are used to define the Modes are closely tied to previous work. The social dimension rests on the interaction styles identified by Lumpe and Staver [4] , the discursive dimension makes use of the interaction patterns identified by Hogan, Nastasi, and Pressley and argumentation as conceived of by Toulmin [22, 34] , and the disciplinary content dimension bears similarity to the work on epistemic framing by Irving, Martinuk, and Sayre [13] .
The relationship of the modes of collaboration framework with the work on epistemic framing by Irving, Martinuk, and Sayre merits particular discussion, as this relationship may be the least clear. The expansive vs narrow axis defined by Irving, Martinuk, and Sayre clearly has a relationship to the abstract and specific content distinguished in the disciplinary content dimension of the Modes; both are related to the degree to which student talk is directly tied to the task on which they are working. While the Modes solely attend to whether or not students are focusing on producing an answer to make a distinction between abstract and specific content, however, that is only one piece of evidence that Irving, Martinuk, and Sayre make use of in their characterization of student discussion on the expansive vs narrow axis. For example, they also consider aspects such as the use of multiple representations to indicate a more expansive framing, and an extended focus on answering an instructor's questions to indicate a narrow framing. In this way, the narrow vs expansive axis is more broadly defined and inclusive of more elements than the abstract and specific physics content distinguished in the disciplinary content dimension. It is also worth noting that the Modes are fundamentally different than the framework for epistemic framing developed by Irving, Martinuk, and Sayre in that they have different goals. The modes of collaboration seek to holistically consider and distinguish different types of student interactions in groups based on their behavior, while Irving, Martinuk, and Sayre's epistemic framing aims to describe how students appear to frame the activity in which they are engaged. To identify a group as engaged in a particular Mode is to describe how they are interacting with each other. This is not necessarily the same as stating that all the students are framing the activity in the same way. One could imagine different students framing a Debate quite differently, for example. Some may see it as a positive manifestation of academic rigor, while others may feel that it is undesirable conflict. In this way, analyzing student behavior through the work on epistemic framing by Irving, Martinuk, and Sayre and using the modes of collaboration to identify how students are engaged in group work are separate endeavors.
More generally, the modes of collaboration framework is set apart from the previous work on which it builds in that it makes use of the constructs developed by the aforementioned authors simultaneously in the analysis of student interactions, and in a way that distinguishes the social, discursive, and disciplinary content related elements. These three dimensions each carry valuable information on student engagement, and by attending to all three, none of that information is neglected. For example, if one only considered the social and disciplinary contentment dimensions, Informing and Co-construction of an Answer would not be distinguishable, as they are both consonant and focused on specific content. However, to an instructor or researcher, the difference between one student instructing their group on the correct answer, and multiple students working as peers in the development of an answer, can be of great importance.
In addition to retaining the information carried by all three dimensions by attending to them simultaneously, the modes of collaboration framework attends to them independently. The framework does not make any a priori assumptions about the relationship between the dimensions, and so analysis along one dimension is not used to inform analysis along the other dimensions. This allows for the possible identification of Modes that may have been neglected had such relationships been assumed. For example, while we did not observe an episode with consonant social interaction and argumentation as its discursive dimension, and such a pairing may seem unlikely, the modes of collaboration does not discount its possibility. Attending to the dimensions independently also makes the framework relatively simple to apply, and suitable for multiple types of analyses. One does not need to consider the convolution of the dimensions in identifying Modes, as episodes are categorized along each dimension separately. Once the Modes present have been identified, one could use these data to analyze a snapshot of a single group, compare the Modes present across multiple groups, or consider the Modes a single group engages in over time.
This multidimensional approach has benefits when compared to frameworks that focus on a single area. For example, Toulmin analysis focuses on the content and structure of speakers' discourse. Applied in our context, it would be very successful in describing how students constructed their arguments. One thing it would not attend to, however, would be the type of physics the students discussed. A Debate on specific content and a Debate on abstract content would be treated the same. The multidimensional approach used in our framework captures these differences, which can be crucial for understanding the variety of ways that students experience group work.
While the modes of collaboration framework is able to provide a unique and productive description of student engagement with group work, it is not an all-encompassing description. Of the video analyzed once moments with off topic conversation or no explicit interaction had been neglected, 68% was identified as being an instance of a Mode. Thus the Modes defined here do not completely describe the possibilities of student interactions. Common interactions not classified as Modes in our data included students confirming how to phrase their answers on their worksheets, and sequences of disconnected statements.
The small number of students and relatively short amount of time analyzed in our data naturally limits the degree to which the Modes might be generalizable. Because the students in our data worked on a single activity, the Modes we observed may have been influenced by that activity. Specifically, the fact that the task required the students to produce answers to turn in on a worksheet may have fostered an environment which favored Modes that focus on the construction of an answer. It is also possible that there is a relationship between the particular physics content in the activity and the Modes in which the students engaged. The highly abstract nature of electric field and potential energy may have prompted students to engage in different Modes than they might if the activity focused on a more familiar or concrete area, such as projectile motion.
Additionally, the classroom in which our data were collected was facilitated with very minimal instructor interaction. It could be that with more active facilitation, or with certain types of facilitation, the Modes observed may vary. In fact, the preliminary analysis of data from a project-based learning environment suggests just this. In the project-based learning environment, facilitators are very active and interact frequently with students, and the tasks that the students work on are complex and open ended. Observations of these data indicate that these differences in facilitation and activity likely do change the Modes observed, though further analysis is needed to describe how and why this occurs.
There are other facets of the Modes that may exist, but that we simply did not observe due to our context or the small size of our data. For example, the co-construction mode as observed in this context was specifically the co-construction of an answer. It is possible that other "products" than an answer may be possible in the coconstruction mode. Preliminary analysis of the projectbased learning environment described earlier suggests that this is the case, as students appear to also co-construct calculations, responses to instructor questions, and problem solving strategies. The Debate mode may appear differently in other data, as well. In our context, we only observed Debates between two students, but it is conceivable that a Debate could have more than two students, all arguing unique perspectives, or even that "teams" could form, with multiple students arguing for one perspective and multiple students arguing for another.
Another manifestation of the modes of collaboration that may exist, but that we did not observe, is the co-occurrence of Modes. As all of the Modes may have as few as two participants, it is possible that in a group of four, dyads could form and simultaneously engage in different Modes. In our data, when only two students in a group of four participated in a particular Mode, the other two students were not identified as participating in any Mode. They were either quietly observing the two active students, or it was unclear on what their attention was focused. One could imagine, however, that two students in a group could engage in one mode, while the other two students simultaneously engaged in another. For example, two students could engage in a Debate while the other two students in the group engage in the co-construction of an answer. We did not observe such an episode in our data, but the modes of collaboration framework does allow for such an event.
Though it, of course, cannot describe all of student interactions, the modes of collaboration framework shows promise for being a useful tool for instructors. A simple implementation could be identifying which students are participants in episodes of Co-construction of an answer or building understanding towards an Answer and using this as a way to consider how engaged different students are with their work. The Modes may also offer one way to identify if and how students alter their interactions with each other after an intervention by an instructor. Finally, the modes of collaboration framework may be useful in comparing how students engage with different facilitation techniques and different activities. As discussed previously, we have made preliminary observations of a different classroom using the framework, and have seen contextual differences and what may be new Modes. It was still possible to analyze these new features using the three dimensions of the modes of collaboration, indicating that the framework has the potential to be productively applied across contexts. Doing so across different activity designs or facilitation techniques could provide better insight into the impact that different instructional choices have on student engagement with group work.
As interactive instruction continues to gain popularity, it is essential that instructors and researchers understand how students engage in such activities. The modes of collaboration provide a framework allowing insight in this area. The social, discursive, and disciplinary content dimensions on which the framework is based allow it to capture elements of student engagement that other frameworks may not, and also give it the flexibility to be adapted for cross-contextual analysis of different learning environments. This kind of analysis will be crucial for understanding the inherently complex and varied nature of group based learning environments and for ultimately providing students with the best opportunities for learning.
